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Le Macchiole’s 2018 Paleo Rosso is an unbelievably beautiful wine. It is also very young. The aromatics are total 
seduction, but otherwise the 2018 is quite reticent. Bright floral notes and red-toned fruit give the 2018 considerable 
energy and verve as varietal Franc aromas and flavors start to take shape over time.”- A.G, 3/2021
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Paleo Rosso 2018
Toscana IGT, Italy 

ESTATE
Le Macchiole can best be defined as the “Boutique Bolgheri.” The winery is known for its spectacular single-
varietal wines — Syrah, Merlot, and Cabernet Franc farmed with the utmost attention to each bottling’s 
“expression of the land.” The winery continues to evolve in both the vineyards and in the cellar to allow the soil 
characteristics from this estate property to be the defining identity in the wines.

WINE
Paleo Rosso has been called Italy’s landmark expression of Cabernet Franc. This grape variety is growing 
internationally as a distinct bottling, but Bolgheri has proven to be the single best place in the world to do so. 
The Mediterranean climate and surroundings result in a wine of extraordinarily expressive, sensual, and textural 
fruits and savory spices.

VINEYARD
Paleo Rosso is sourced from three of the estate’s five vineyards: Puntone, Casa Nuova, and Vignone Vines are 
planted in two training systems, double cordon and single guyot.

WINEMAKING
Variety: 100% Cabernet Franc
Fermentation: 25 days in concrete
Aging: 18 months in oak barrique (75% new), 16 months in bottle
Alcohol: 14%

VINTAGE
A winter with temperatures in the seasonal average range, rainfall which continued throughout the spring period 
and budbreak slightly late as compared with the previous year because of the below-average temperatures. The 
abundance of water and moisture in the soil, which had suffered from the previous year’s drought, and the rising 
of temperatures in early May caused the buds to burst and grow quickly. During the summer period, the soil 
was worked frequently and carefully in order to control excess soil moisture. In mid-July, green harvesting was 
performed, lessening the overall fruit load and improving the quality of that which remained. Harvesting began 
on schedule, in step with the “ordinary” vintages, starting with the white grapes harvested over the third week of 
August and ending on the third and fourth week of September with the Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon 
varieties, all of good and excellent quality.  

LE MACCHIOLE

Le Macchiole has farmed their vineyards organically since 2002.  Hand-harvesting and manual sorting are the norm here; a testament to the 
estate’s steadfast dedication to quality. [Pictured: Le Macchiole’s Vignone vineyard in Bolgheri]
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